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OUR COMPANY

SBE is an engineering consultancy firm with more than 

25 years of experience and references throughout the world. 

Over the last couple of years our business has more than 

doubled and we are employing more than 100 motivated 

engineers & CAD designers who made us one of the major 

players on the Belgian market.

Our core business units include:

Port & hydraulic engineering

Civil engineering & infrastructure

Geotechnics

Industrial constructions & buildings

Electromechanics

We became internationally renowned for the engineering 

design of the largest locks in the world, e.g. locks in the Port 

of Antwerp (Belgium), Port of Sevilla (Spain) and the Panama 

Canal locks.

Over the years SBE has also put its focus on port development 

projects, integrated river basin management and urban 

development projects in developing countries. The Southeast 

Asian and West African market are two regions where we have 

built up considerable experience in water related projects. 

OUR MISSION

“Sharing our sustainable engineering expertise to realize our 

clients’ visions with maximum respect for environmental and 

social welfare”; that’s our mission.

We differentiate ourselves by offering customer tailored 

solutions where quality and communication during the project 

are key.
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Both the dock Albert-II and the container terminal in the 

port of Zeebrugge needed to be adapted to welcome 

the next generation of container ships. This requirement 

includes among other things the construction of 2 quay 

walls with on the one hand a length of 262m and on the 

other hand a length of 1000m. 

CONSTRUCTION QUAY WALLS
PORT OF ZEEBRUGGE - BELGIUM
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OUR PROMISE

SBE delivers solutions that positively contribute to people and 

the planet. 

We implement environmental monitoring programs to 

address all activities that have been identified to have 

potentially significant impacts on the environment resulting 

from our activities. Our monitor frequency is sufficient to 

provide representative data for the monitored parameters 

and is conducted by highly trained staff with state of the art 

equipment.

Besides we make occupational heath & safety a priority. We 

make our employees well aware of this topic by informing 

them on the latest changings. Additionally we give them the 

oppertunity to thoroughly train themselves on this topic. 

Together with our clients we will always make use of our strict 

policy regarding the management of activities with a minimal 

impact on the environment and health & safety. In our tailor-

made solutions we will not shy away from our responsibilities 

regarding this aspect.
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The old concrete bridge was severely damaged and 

replaced by a steel bowstring bridge with a span of 109m.

This bridge was prefabricated in a workshop. The 

construction was then transported to the site via inland 

waterways and lifted onto the abutments.

The new bridge has a larger span and higher clearance 

which will allow larger vessels to pass underneath.

BOWSTRING BRIDGE
GROBBENDONK - BELGIUM
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FACTS AND FIGURES

55%
public

45%
private

years of experience
+25

 Headquarter (Belgium)

 Realized projects

Active in +30 countries

+100
employees

clients

+150
assignments/year
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Construction of a 820m long tunnel (400m covered) with 

2x2 lanes. The tunnel is located next to an airport which 

introduced complex boundary conditions during the design 

and construction phase.

The tunnel is designed to be expanded to a two-layered 

tunnel.

TUNNEL DESIGN 
DEURNE - BELGIUM
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OUR DEPARTMENTS

Over the years, SBE has consolidated its services in five 

core business units. By doing so, we developed competence 

centers within our company. Each department has its 

own key experts, project managers, engineers and CAD 

designers. 

This enables us to always put the right team on the job.

Large projects (ie. locks, port development,...) are completed 

by multidisciplinary teams consisting of experts from all 

required departments.

PORT & HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING
Port & terminal development - Lock & quay wall design - Integrated river basin management  - Water resource 

engineering

CIVIL ENGINEERING & INFRASTRUCTURE
Road development - Tunnel design - Bridge design 

GEOTECHNICS
Foundation design - Earthworks - Embankment design 

INDUSTRIAL CONSTRUCTIONS & BUIDLINGS
Industrial constructions - Real estate & underground car parks

ELECTROMECHANICS
Hydraulics - Automation - Engines - Mechanics

Port & hydraulic engineering are the cornerstones of SBE’s growth. In Belgium we have put ourselves on the map 

by completing many lock and quay wall related projects in the Port of Antwerp. Today, we help to develop major 

ports & hydraulic structures from Nicaragua to Myanmar. SBE is renowned for lock design all over the world.

Development of new roads and rehabilitation works are the backbone of civil engineering. Not only in urbanized 

areas but also in developing countries, transport by road is still the number one mode of transport. Tunnels, 

bridges, interchanges & roads are the core of SBE’s civil engineering & infrastructure department.

Geotechnical engineering is a key competence at SBE and an essential part of almost every project. The field of 

geotechnics has a wide scope, ranging from foundation design of retaining walls and bridges to the design of 

embankments and the stability of excavations.

Engineering services for real estate projects and industrial constructions is a fourth business unit, focused on our 

local market. These projects include the design of steel & concrete structures and geotechnics. Our real estate 

design team covers (underground) car parks, large public buildings and stations, among others.

SBE wants to offer its clients 360° solutions. Therefore we expanded our traditional business units with an 

electromechanical department about half a decade ago. This enables us to provide the proper services for 

completing many infrastructure, marine and hydraulic projects from drawing up tender documents to delivering 

as-built technical drawings of civil and electromechanical elements to quality control during the works.
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PORT & HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING

Port & terminal development

Shipping via sea and inland waterways is a key mode of 

transport; each year global freight volumes are growing and 

ports are being expanded to cope with increasing traffic and 

larger vessels. SBE develops master plans for (future) major 

deep water greenfield ports on the African continent, East 

Asia, the Caribbean and Europe. Our services extend from 

feasibility studies up to detailed engineering of port and 

terminal infrastructure. Our references include both large 

deep water ports and marinas, as well as inland ports.

Both government and corporate clients typically approach 

SBE with a potential port development project. SBE then 

delivers a 360° service, including (pre)feasibility, master 

planning, traffic forecasting, engineering design, terminal 

and hinterland design, financial modelling, assistance with 

procurement and site supervision.

Lock & quay wall design

In Belgium and the Netherlands, locks are common structures 

along waterways and in port areas, used to get from one 

water level to a higher or lower level at the other end of the 

lock. In (sea) ports, they are used to maintain a constant 

water level in the docking area, allowing 24/7 operability.

Container traffic is a vital part of many ports’ annual freight 

volume and container vessels keep increasing in draft and 

width. SBE has been involved with the design of the largest 

locks in the world and is one of the global leaders in lock 

design.

Integrated river basin management

Our climate is changing. Extreme temperatures, heavy rainfall 

and melting ice caps are themes which are part of everyday 

news. Those changes in climate have a big impact on millions 

of people, especially on those living close to river systems. 

SBE is well aware of these issues. Therefore SBE has been 

focusing on integrated river basin management and coastal 

protection measures for several years now.

Water resource engineering

Water resources engineering is closely related to integrated 

river basin management. Water can be either scarce or 

abundat and its availability can vary enormously during 

the course of the year. SBE performs water resources 

management studies, including hydropower dam design, 

mitigation measure assessment & design and river training 

engineering.

Port & terminal development - Lock & quay wall design - Integrated river basin management - Water resource engineering
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CIVIL ENGINEERING & INFRASTRUCTURE

Road development

A lot of resources are invested in road development. While new roads are 

vital in developing countries, urbanized cities are dealing with an increasing 

amount of congestion, forcing them to expand capacity. For both cases 

SBE has the proper experience and know-how to prepare a mobility plan, a 

master plan and the technical design of the roads, interchanges and exits.

Tunnel design

SBE has experience in tunnel design while facing challenging boundary 

conditions. We can take care off the civil engineering design as well as 

the electromechanical engineering design. Combined with our road 

development team, we can offer all required skills and resources for any 

tunneling project.

Bridge design 

The design of complex bridges can present the engineer with difficult 

challenges. Bridges can be vital for the accessibility of remote villages in 

developing countries. In such cases, design aspects are optional. Easy-

to-build sustainable bridges with locally sourced materials at low cost are 

preferred. SBE has made detailed engineering designs of bridges across 

the world made of steel, concrete and mixed steel/concrete.

Complex projects sometimes 

require the use of 3D finite element 

analysis software. SBE has a 

wide selection of FEA packages 

at its disposal. Our well-trained 

engineering experts can easily  

analyze the software’s output. 

These detailed analyses result in 

accurate, optimal and economical 

results.

Road development - Tunnel design - Bridge design
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GEOTECHNICS

Foundation design

Sand, clay, rock, swamp; all these kind of soils require a 

different geotechnical approach. The foundation of a bridge 

on soft clay will usually require a piled foundation with piles 

reaching to a load-bearing layer (e.g. dense sand). Conversely, 

for the same bridge on a dense, sandy soil, a limited piled or 

even a shallow foundation will be sufficient. An other example is 

quay walls; many types exist in function of the soil conditions 

and the retaining height and load conditions. 

SBE has an experienced team of geotechnical engineers who 

are capable of designing geotechnical solutions for even the 

most complex projects. We have made designs for on-, near- 

and offshore structures across the globe in highly varying 

conditions which enables us to deliver high-end solutions for 

any challenge.

Earthworks

During the works, a construction site must remain stable 

and free of (ground) water at all time without impacting the 

surrounding infrastructure and without disturbing the people 

living around the site. Slope stability during construction and 

ground water control are key elements in many engineering 

projects. SBE is renowned for its lock and quay wall 

engineering. Massive construction sites measuring several 

hundred meters in length and more than 30 meters deep 

are typical challenges we face on a regular basis. We also 

have broad experience with the excavation of car parks and 

stability of (underwater) slopes.

Embankment design

Integrated river basin management has a wide scope; 

one aspect is the preservation of natural river banks and 

spawning areas. Many river systems have to cope with 

varying discharges in monsoon and dry season. Other rivers 

are exposed to tides. In both cases, as a result of heavy 

rainfall, river banks can be seriously eroded and endanger 

ecological systems and people living nearby.

A sound geotechnical design of the embankments in 

combination with proper vegetation management are 

classic solutions for these issues. Belgium has an extensive 

river network and SBE has designed many ecological river 

embankments along the river Scheldt and its tributaries. We 

have shared our knowledge for other projects in Cambodia, 

Vietnam, Congo, Myanmar and other countries.

Foundation design - Earthworks - Embankment design 
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GEOTECHNICS INDUSTRIAL CONSTRUCTIONS & BUILDINGS

Industrial constructions

We do not limit our engineering services to the design of quay walls and 

terminals, we also help corporate clients develop their sites. Captains of 

industry BASF and Total signed framework contracts with SBE. We can 

design pipe racks, warehouses, silos, platforms, or other constructions 

according to our client’s request.

Using cutting edge software and applying the latest developments in finite 

element analysis, SBE always delivers upon its promises. 

Our pool of civil engineers has experience with steel and concrete 

constructions and is supported by our geotechnical department. A team of 

more than 30 CAD designers converts the engineering design to ISO9001 

certified technical drawings. This mix of engineering and drawing means 

we can offer a full-service to our clients.

Real estate & underground car parks

SBE has worldwide references in the engineering design of important 

landmarks such as stations, exposition halls, music halls, shopping malls, 

(underground) car parks and so on.

Our key strength is the wide array of services we offer our clients: project 

management, concept design, detailed design, technical drawings and site 

supervision are our guarantees for success. We are familiar with Eurocode, 

British Standard and many other international engineering standards.

Industrial constructions - Real estate & underground car parks

 ISO
 9001

SYSTEM CERTIFICATION

SBE has been accredited with an 

ISO 9001:2008 certificate for both 

its civil and electromechanical 

engineering activities.
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ELECTROMECHANICS

Electromechanical engineering services

Movable bridges, lock gates, tunnels, and pumping stations. All these structures have (electro)mechanical 

components. SBE’s dedicated electromechanical department has built up a vast know-how on these 

matters and has utilized it successfully in dozens of large-scale projects. In Belgium, SBE is one of the 

few companies who can provide all civil and electromechanical engineering services for tunnel design.

Our engineering services include:

• Tunnel safety

• Ventilation design

• (Tunnel) Lighting

• Traffic systems

• Pump design

• HVAC

• Automation

• Gearbox & transmission design

• Bearing design

• Electric engine design

• Hydraulic group design

• Piston design

• ...

This wide array of competences allows SBE to offer the technical acumen our clients deserve.

Hydraulics - Automation - Engines - Mechanics
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